abstract -Neuropathic pain (NP) is defined as pain caused by lesion or dysfunction of the somatosensory system, as a result of abnormal activation of the nociceptive pathway (small fibers and spinothalamic tracts). The most common causes of this syndrome are the following: diabetes, post-herpetic neuralgia, trigeminal neuralgia, stroke, multiple sclerosis, spinal cord injury, HIV infection, cancer. In the last few years, the NP has been receiving special attention for two main reasons: (1) therapeutical refractoriness of a variety of pain syndromes with predominant neuropathic characteristics and (2) the development of diagnostic tools for neuropathic pain complaints. The present review article provides relevant information on the understanding and recognition of NP, as well as evidence-based therapeutic approaches.
Pain is defined as an unpleasant emotional experience related to potential or real tissue damage 1 , being classified as "nociceptive" or "neuropathic" pain types. Nociceptive pain is caused by physiological activation of pain receptors and it is related to musculoskeletal tissue damage i.e., osteoarthritis, hand trauma and so forth 2 . Neuropathic pain (NP), on its turn, is defined as pain initiated by a lesion or dysfunction of the somatosensory system, resultant from abnormal activity of the nociceptive pathway 3 . This pathway is formed by small fibers and spinothalamic tracts up to cerebral cortex 4 (Fig 1) . More recently, because of the possible coexistence of both types of pain, some authors recommend the use of the term predominant neuropathic or predominant nociceptive types of pain, depending on the predominant clinical picture 2 .
epidemiology A recent survey analysing 6.000 adults from the primary health system of the United Kingdom, found a prevalence of 8.2% of pain with predominant neuropathic characteristics 5, 6 . Such prevalence represented approximately 17% of all chronic pain patients, mainly composed by women and elderly people of low social and economic levels. However, the prevalence of NP will probably increase in the near future because of the growing number of elderly people and patients with chronic diseases as-Neuropathic pain Schestatsky and Nascimento sociated with pain, such as cancer, AIDS and diabetes 7, 8 . Overall, the most common cause of NP is diabetes mellitus 9, 10 . More recently, some authors reported a high prevalence of this kind of pain in patients with glucose intolerance or prediabetes 11 . Table 1 shows the most common causes of peripheral and central NP.
physiopathology
There are more than 20 postulated theories trying to clarify the mechanisms underlying NP 12 . However, most of them are based on complex neurochemical models 9, 13 , that are difficult to translate for clinical practice. The consequence of such complexity and lack of knowledge on NP mechanisms is the low efficacy of pharmacological drugs available for NP (only 30 to 50% of pain relief), observed in recent meta-analysis 14 . In the opinion of the present authors and other colleagues 7, 15 , another reason for the persistent refractoriness of NP treatments is the excessive emphasis on the study of central sensitization phenomenon as the main cause of NP. Such theory was based on several studies with important methodological problems that have gained huge popularity 7, 15 . However, according to Occam's law 16 ("the simplest theory is to be preferred over the complicated one"), the most plausible and convincing theory for NP comprehension is the ectopic generation of impulses coming from C mechano-insensitive fibers which leads to positive neuropathic symptoms including pain 17, 18 . Right after a nerve lesion, some patients may develop changes in Na+ ion channels that leads to an axonal hyperexcitability and painful symptoms. Indeed, sodium channel dysfunction, seems to be the basis of genetic predisposition to chronic pain 19 . Apart from the primary lesion site, axonal hyperexcitability sometimes also occur far away from the nerve injury region, or even in healthy and distant nerves (ectopic nerve discharges), causing apparently unexplained pain syndromes 7, 10 . Indeed, NP may be relieved by antiepileptic agents, such as carmazepine or gabapentine, that block Na+ channels 14 . In fact, some neurologists considered NP to be "an epilepsy of the nerve that responds satisfactorily to anticonvulsivants". diagnosis Identifying NP in clinical practice is not an easy task. The painful sensation cannot be objectively measured and there is no universal consensus for the diagnosis of such condition. However, some authors proposed a practical algorithm for NP 8 , in which three levels of diagnostic certainty are considered: possible, probable or definitive diagnosis of NP (Fig 2) . Nociceptive pain and NP coexist in most of painful conditions and their identification is crucial. Neuropathic pain demands specific analgesic approaches, quite different from the traditional approach to nociceptive pain type. An illustrative example is a diabetic patient with osteoarthrosis. In this case, the pain can be resultant from three possibilities: (A) small fiber dysfunction, (B) activation of pain receptors due to bone damage, or (C) both of them. A careful clinical evaluation can guide to a more rational and efficient therapeutic strategy for such kind of patient. Table 2 shows the main differences between neuropathic and nociceptive types of pain that could help to separating both entities 7 .
symptoms
Patients with NP can have multiple and complex sensory complaints. Differently from nociceptive pain, there are poor verbal descriptors for characterizing NP. Most patients report their symptoms using analogies ("Doctor, my pain is like a…"). Such complaints are divided in spontaneous and evoked sensory symptoms. Spontaneous pain, on its turn, can be subdivided into continuous or paroxistic ones. The latter is frequently, but not always, felt as if it is located at the superficial skin level and it is described in terms of dysaesthesias, such as burning, tingling, pricking and stabbing characteristics 5 . signs Abnormal and plausible findings on sensory exami- Neuropathic pain Schestatsky and Nascimento nation in a patient with peculiar pain suggest the diagnosis of NP 10 . Other neurological signs, such as hyper/ hypotony, focal paralysis and plantar cutaneous reflexes, among others, will also help to suggest the topography of pain (central vs. peripheral) in a patient with neuropathic symptoms. In order to improve the value of sensory findings in the diagnosis of NP, it is useful to classify them in negative, positive and autonomic phenomena 5 , as seen in Figure 3 . Negative phenomena result from loss of light touch, vibration and thermoalgesic senses. These sensations are mediated by large myelinated Aβ (light touch and vibration), small poorly myelinated Aδ (cold and first pain) and unmyelinated type C fibers (warm and second pain). In order to assess the function of each type of fiber, bedside maneuvers and psychophysical tests (Table 3) can be employed 3 . Positive phenomena of NP can be presented spontaneously, evoked by sensory stimuli, or in combination. The most frequent described positive symptoms in clinical practice are the following 5, 7, 10 : (1) Allodynia: pain due to stimulus which does not normally cause pain. Three types of allodynia are described, based on the precipitant stimulus: mechanical (or tactile), thermal (warm and cold) and kinetic (movement); (2) Hyperalgesia: painful sensation of abnormal intensity in response to a nociceptive stimulus. Allodynia and hyperalgesia oftenly coexist in practice and it can be difficult to differentiate the two. Both symptoms are considered essential features for NP, but they can also be present in the nociceptive type of pain; (3) Hyperpathia: painful reaction to repetitive nociceptive and non-nociceptive stimuli or prolonged pain sensation in response to nociceptive stimuli (aftersensation phenomenon); (4) Autonomic hyperactivity: abnormal blood flow, cutaneous temperature and sweating can accompany painful states and contribute for its persistence. Trophic abnormalities can usually be developed in chronic pain states, such as seen in complex regional pain syndromes.
neuropathic pain scales
Verbal pain descriptor scales can provide important information to the assessment process alongside clinical history examination and investigation 5 . These scales also provide standardized symptoms assessment for pain research and follow-up for NP treatments. Several scales have been published, with especial emphasis on NP intensity, such as the Neuropathic Pain Scale 20 , Neuropathic Pain Questionnaire 21 and Douleur Neuropatique 4 22 . More recently, the Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms 23 has been used as an index of predominant neuropathic vs. nociceptive pains. Such an instrument it is in validation process for Portuguese language in our center 24 . most common neuropathic pain syndromes Peripheral Diabetic neuropathy -Burning feet sensation that gets worse during the night is the typical clinical picture. The prevalence of NP in distal simetric polyneuropathy is 1-10%, depending on the degree of small fiber involvement 25 . Rarely, pain occurs in the absence of large fiber signs and symptoms since small fibers are usually dysfunctional at early stages of the diabetic neuropathy.
Trigeminal neuralgia -Sudden, severe and usually unilateral stabbing pain with V2 or V3 distribution of the V cranial nerve. Eighty percent of the cases are idiopathic, but 66% of these have evidence of vascular compression at the root entry zone 26 . Other causes include demyeliniation secondary to multiple sclerosis, angioma, brainstem infarcts and tumors, such as acoustic neurinoma.
Post-herpetic neuralgia -Persistent pain over the skin affected area that could last for more than 12 weeks after the healing of typical skin lesions, especially in elderly patients. Pain may be disabling and recurs in months or even . Cancer -Pain can be due to nerve lesion caused by direct tumoral invasion, but also in case of secondary to fibrosis or myelopathy post-radiotherapy, chemotherapy or surgery, especially in cases of radical mastectomy or thoracotomy 5 . Paraneoplastic painful neuropathies can precede tumor detection by months or years.
Drugs -Most of drug-induced neuropathies are of axonal type, with a predilection for sensory nerves distally. The sensory injury can affect either large or small fibers. The most common drugs implicated in neuropathic pain are the following 5 : vincristine, zalcitabine and stavudine. The treatment relies in durg interruption and the prognosis is usually good.
Central
Any spinal-thalamic-cortical lesion can cause NP regardless its etiology (ischemic, inflamatory, infeccious and so on). Loss of pain descending inhibition is a less known physiopathological mechanism 28 and can contribute for NP maintenance in some patients with Parkinson's disease 29 . Stroke, multiple sclerosis and other myelopathies are the most common causes of central NP 5 . This type of pain is wrongly considered a rarity, since it occurs in 8% of patients with stroke 30 , 28% with multiple sclerosis, 75% with syringomyelia 31 and 70% with myelopathy 30 . Tactile and cold allodynia are frequently seen in such patients.
Approximately 70% of patients with post-stroke pain describe their pain in whole hemibody, ipsilateral to motor and sensory deficits 31 . There is no pathognomonic characteristic of central NP. However, the pain is almost always dysaesthetic ("painful paresthesias"). Other aggravating factors are the psychiatric comorbities, commonly seen in patients with chronic pain, such as major depression and anxiety that usually amplify pain perception 10 . Central pain can initiate right after a structural damage, or it can take 2-3 years to arise after the insult. This may explain why central NP is so non-recognized in clinical practice. Figure 4 shows a patient with pain secondary to Wallenberg syndrome who had absent laser-evoked potentials contralateral to the neuropathic symptoms, indicating a lesion of the nociceptive pathway.
laboratory tests
Since NP results from lesion or dysfunction of small fiber or spinothalamic tracts (nociceptive pathway), complementary exams are used for direct or indirect demonstration of lesion or dysfunction of the nociceptive pathway.
The quantitative sensory testing (QST) for temperature and pain helps to evaluate the nociceptive pathway as a whole, from the thermal receptor, through small fibers and spinothalamic tracts and up to patient's verbal expression of his/her perception. This is done using thresholds determination for different sensations 32 . By means of a thermode with a temperature rising velocity of 1 to 4 o C/s, placed over the skin affected by the pain, the patient is asked to press a button when he/she feels the sensation of cold, warm, cold pain and heat pain (Fig 5A) . Posteriorly, the same procedure is repeated over the contral- Nerve conduction studies and electromyography -Although this method does not assess small fiber function, abnormal findings suggest a neuropathic process in a patient with pain 10, 33, 34 . For example: an altered test in a diabetic patient with burning pain suggest a real NP since the small fibers usually are affected before the large fibers in the natural history of diabetic neuropathy 35 . Microneurography -With a tungsten needle within the nerve and using a specific stimulation techniques it is possible to identify and to record the activity of five subtypes of C fiber populations. By means of this method, Bostock and cols 18 described the presence of double spikes from mechano-insensitive C fibers in NP patients. This finding was considered to be a reliable marker of peripheral NP. Unfortunately, microneurography, a powerful tool for research, is too complex and time consuming to be used in clinical practice 3 . Nociceptive RIII reflex -By means of single or repetitive electrical stimuli of the sural nerve it is possible to obtain electromyographic responses recorded at femoral biceps at latencies around 90 to 130 ms. The electrical threshold for its appearance and its maximal amplitude are measured 7, 34, 36 . Because of its straight correlation with pain perception, the RIII responses have been used for monitoring the efficacy of pharmacological treatments for NP 3 . Autonomic reflexes -Besides carrying afferent signals of pain and temperature, the C fibers are also involved with autonomic control (C efferent autonomic fibers) and its analysis can help in the etiological diagnosis of pain 33, 37 . The sympathetic skin response (SSR) is an autonomic reflex mediated by C efferent autonomic fibers 29, 34 . Action potentials are analyzed with respect to amplitudes and latencies. More recently, the analysis of SSR morphology and habituation have been used for a better QST interpretation 38 and for the functional assessment of pain descending inhibition 29 .
Laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) -By means of scalp electrodes, long latency brain potentials can be recorded in response to laser stimuli given on the skin, allowing the study of peripheral and central conduction of nociceptive fibers 4 . Abnormal LEPs (Fig 4) are seen in patients with hemibody sensory syndromes, in which structural and asymmetrical lesions of the spinothalamic tract are found i.e., Wallenberg's syndrome 39 or syringomyelia 40 . According to some authors, a lesion of the spinothalamic tract, demonstrable by abnormal LEPs is required for the establishment of NP diagnosis 41, 42 . The only drawback of this method is the undesirable burning of the skin after repetitive stimuli in the same spot.
Contact-evoked heat potentials (CHEPS) -Differently from the slow rising temperature thermode of QST, the thermode of this device is capable to increase the skin temperature with 70 o C/s and, consequently, to generate long latency brain potentials. One of the main advantages of the CHEPS in comparison with LEPs is the absence of cutaneous lesions after several stimuli 43 . Recently, we observed small amplitude CHEPS in patients with painful nerve entrapment of the thigh 44 , supporting the neuropathic character of pain complaints in meralgia paresthetica at latter stages (Fig 6A, 6B) .
Functional neuroimaging -Functional magnetic ressonance image (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) have been contributing for the mapping of cerebral regions activated by nociceptive stimuli ("pain matrix"). These regions include the secondary somatosensory (SII), insular and cingulate cortex, as well as the upper brainstem. Less consistently, the contralateral thalamus and primary somatosensory are also considered pain matrix regions 45 . There is converging evidence that spontaneous NP is associated with less activity in contralat- eral thalamus, whereas evoked pain is more associated with an increased activity in thalamic, insular and somatosensry regions 3 . Skin punch biopsy -It allows the C fiber quantification by measuring the intra-dermal C fiber density. Loss of C fibers detected with the skin biopsy was seen in a large number of neuropathies 46, 47 . The skin biopsy performed by the punch technique is an easy and reliable method for the follow-up of NP patients, but it is unavailable in most medical centers throughout the world. Fortunately, there is a good correlation between intra-dermal C fiber density and CHEPS' amplitude 48 , a less invasive and more accessible method when compared o skin biopsy. treatment Recent studies have shown that most of patients treated for NP receive drugs with non-proved clinical efficacy or in inadequate dosages of appropriate medication 49, 50 . NP is usually refractory to ordinary analgesics. Tryciclic antidepressants and anticonvulsivants are the mainstay in the treatment of NP, regardless its topography (central vs. peripheral) and its etiology. Figure 7 shows a rational algorithm for the approach of patients with peripheral NP. Such an algorithm can also be used for patients with central NP 14 with addition of few specific drugs, such as showed in Table 4 14,51 .
Other treatment modalities, such as sensory stimulation (transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation or TENS, spinal cord stimulation, deep brain stimulation) and surgery (thoracic sympathectomy, chordotomy, radicular neurolysis etc) are available in some centers, destinated to refractory patients [52] [53] [54] , but there is no strong enough evidence for a systematical recommendation 5, 55 . More recently, transcranial magnetic stimulation of the motor cortex has been proposed in some forms of NP 56 , in order to modulate painful symptoms through cortical reorganization. However, up to now, there are no definitive conclusions about the role of magnetic stimulation that could allow its wider utilization in clinical practice.
Final considerations
The three most important messages of this paper are: (1) NP is prevalent, frequently unrecognized and poorly treated; (2) A lesion in the somatosensory system -especially the nociceptive pathway -is required for the diagnosis of NP and (3) Neurologists have an important role in the approach of pain patients because of its capacity to detect subtle abnormalities in the neurological assessment that will support or not the diagnosis of NP. 
